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INTRODUCTION

Although progress has not been entirely" lacking in school
janitorial service, the development of it has not kept pace with the
development of other phases of school administration.

During recent

decades there has been much improvement in the quality of school
buildings, equipment, and supplies.

The qualifications of teachers,

supervisors, administrators, and of almost all other school employees
have advanced by leaps and bounds.

On the other hand, the position of

the custodian has been largely" permitted to maintain its original and
lowly" status.

The following paragraphs will give reasons why the

function of the custodian is important.
The school janitor is important because he is the user of
valuable school property.

He has charge of the care of a building and

its equipment, which in many instances cost several hundred thousand, or
several million, dollars.

Many repairs on the school building and its

eqµipment are performed by him.

Also, he has immediate control of much

of the equipment of the building, and often this equipment is expensive;
if not properly used, it may be seriously damaged.
The janitor is responsible for the use of hundreds, or thousands,
of dollars' worth of operation supplies.

Often he helps select the supplies

which he uses, and the performance of this function requires good judgement.

He uses or supervises the use of fuel, electric current, water,

toilet supplies, cleaning compounds, and money must be spent for all of
these items.
1
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The janitor largely determines the housekeeping standards of
the school building.
home.

He is to the school what the housekeeper is to the

An efficient school janitor will keep his building as clean as

possible.

This attitude could become contagious and affect the students

and faculty.

Especially for the student this attitude could affect his

after-school life by forming constructive habits of cleanliness.
The custodian has the responsibility for keeping the school
building in such a condition that the health and the safety of pupils and
teachers will not be put in jeopardy.

No

school employee, unless it be

the principal, has a larger responsibility for the comfort, the heal.th,
and the safety of the pupils and the employees of the building than the
janitor.
The school janitor exercises a large moral and an educational
influence in the school.
boys.

At recess and at other school breaks the boys may hang around and

talk with him.
do

He exerts this influence particularly with the

They often become better acquainted with him than they

with the principal or with the teachers.

him for discussion, advice, and solution.

They may take questions to
These considerations make it

necessary for the custodian to be more than an individual with a strong
back and a weak mind.
Effingham High School is located in southern Illinois in a
residential area.

It has an enrollment of 1650 with a majority of the

students coming from the city proper, and the rest of the student body
coming from the outlying farm areas.

The principal of the high school

is Harold Voyles, and the Business Manager is Billie Brad Arney.
became acquainted wi tn thsn while student teaching at Effingham.

I
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School Business Management was offered by Eastern Illinois
University to the student teacher in Business going to Effingham High
School.

It is while taking this course that I was introduced to the

custodial problem at Effingham.

When Effingham High School constructed

a new addition to their present plant facilities, rescheduling of
custodial work loads presented a problem.

The Business Manager * of

Effingham was made increasingly aware of the need for a re-evaluation
of the present custodial duties when there was a declining concern for
the outside appearance of the school.

Continuous and repetitious

excuses were given as reasons for not completing assigned duties.
This paper is intended to relate some of the principles of
school administration and bring the Effingham situation into clearer
focus.

The content of this paper will be divided into material on

selection, training, and scheduling of custodial workers by authorities
in the field.

Information on the selection, training, and scheduling

of custodial workers at Effingham will also be studied.

From this

material it is planned to draw some conclusions that may aid the
business manager at Ef'f'ingharn to better analyze his problem.

* The

terms "Business Manager" and "Business Administrator" are used
synonymously in the field of School Plant Management.

II. SELECTION
It is significant that school plant operation employees be
properzy selected, supervised, and directed in their work because the
proper operation of school buildings is an important part of the successful operation of a school.

All school buildings should be free from

conditions that will be injurious to pupils'and teache~•'health.

To

achieve this end requires that school buildings be kept clean and
properly heated, ventilated, and lighted.

If classrooms are too hot or

too cold, are poorzy ventilated, are dark, have dust-laden air, or have
foul rest rooms, the health of pupils and teachers will deteriorate
with increases in colds and other ailments.
should be conducive to study-.

Conditions in classrooms

A physical environment that is clean

and orderly with proper temperature, air movement, and sufficient
natural light through clean windows, and light, natural or artificial,
properly diffused are the basic requirements for effective school
operation.

Concentration is difficult in a room that is overheated or

poorly lighted.

Furthermore, clean and orderly school buildings are

associated with the development of good social qualities and moral
character.

For example, marks in rest rooms or on desks, if allowed to

remain, only induce other pupils to make marks and distinctly lower the
moral tone of the school.

In addition, the costly and irreplaceable

physical plant of a school system is worthy of protection against abuse,

4
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excessive wear, and deterioration f'rom the use of harmful cleaning
materials and methods.

Only qualified personnel, properly directed and

supervised, can furnish these basic conditions for a successful school.
Probably most school systems have no specifications for custodial
personnel and give no examination.

In some cities applications are made

directly to a board member or to the chairman of building operations
committee of the board.

Frequently the appointment of custodial employees

is purely political.

Whether this procedure is good or bad is not the

point of this paper.

More than likely, personnel hired in this manner

may not be qualified, and the objectives of proper school plant operations
will not be achieved.
Plant operation employees should be selected in a manner similar
to that used in the better school systems for the selection of teachers.
From applicants, qualified by examination and otherwise, selection should
be made by the superintendent after consultation with, and advice of,
the superintendent of buildings and grounds, or officer of other title
and similar duties, and the principal of the school in which the vacancy
exists.

The superintendent should submit the names of selected persons

to the board for appointment.

If the positions are in the classified

service, selection and appointment will have to be made in accordance
with ciVil service regulations.
Reviewing the applications received for a particular vacancy is
a phase of personnel work that the superintendent or his designated
officer must handle.

The requirements of the position should be kept

in mind as the individual's personal background is investigated through
listed character references.

The applicant is interviewed and then given

6

short written test, oral test, and performance tests.

The final

reconnnendation to the goveming board by the superintendent and the
subsequent approval or ratification of employment are based upon the
results of these findings.
All positions should be clearly defined in respect to duties and
responsibilities.

The applicant having the necessary qualifications

should be chosen to fill the vacancy.

It should be remembered at all

times during the selection process that it is far better to keep
inefficient and unqualified workers out of the school system than it
is to try to eliminate them afterwards.
Employing authorities should not rely chieny on unsolicited
applications for filling positions on the custodial staff.

A systematic

record should be kept of both unsolicited and recruited applicants.
The possibility of employing a limited number of women should not be
overlooked.

Their services are valuable for cleaning and supervising

girls' rest rooms, cleaning offices, dusting classrooms, washing inside
glass, and s:>me daily cleaning of noors.
From a study based on reports from fifty-five school systems of
the prevailing practices in hiring custodial help for public schools, the
personal interview continued to be the method most effective for screening applicants, while aptitude tests are in use in about. 10% of the
school systems. 1 Apparently this device is not yet considered reliable
enough to assure competence in screening applicants.

111A Jury Survey By the Nation's Schools: Better Ways To Hire
Custodial Employees," The Nation's Schools, Marc~l959, pp. 94-95.
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In order to identify prevailing practices in hiring custodial

employees, six questions were asked: 2
l.

In hiring custodial help which of the following methods
do you use in screening applicants?

Nearly all respondents (96%) say oral interviews. They
also lean heavily on written applications, including a
record of previous experience (87%), and on references
as to honesty, reliability, cooperation and ability to
get along with fellow employees (82%). Medical certificates, or the equivalent, including X rays, are required
of applicants in more than one-half the schools (56%).
A more recent trend, requiring statements of citizenship
and loyalty oaths, now appear to be the established
procedure in one-third of the school districts. Use of
aptitude tests is reported by 10%.
2.

Which method of screening do you consider most
effective?

Answers showed a high correlation between judgement and
practice. Oral interviewing heads the list of almost
three-fourths of the respondents (71%). In fact, almost
one-fourth (24%) indicated a willingness to depend on
the personal interview alone when hiring custodial
employees. For, as one respondent pointed out, in the
interview information regarding such criteria as health
and citizenship are brought out.
Not a single respondent listed aptitude tests among the
most effective screening methods.
References as to honesty, reliability, cooperation, and
ability to get along with fellow employees are considered
an effective screening device by 38% of those reporting,
while 16% rate highly the closely allied category of
recommendations of previous employers. Thus, more than
one-half (54%) of the respondents lean heavily on the
previous work history of applicants.
One-fourth considered written applications, including
records of previous experience., important.

8
The two methods in combination considered most effective
for screening custodial applicants are the personal interview and references, listed by 40%. Next is a combination
of interviewing and the checking of applications, preferred
by 38%. The combination of oral interview and recommendations
is mentioned by 33%.

3.

Do you delegate hiring responsibilities to other members

of your staff?
Because of the wide range in size of school systems covered
and the various types of administrators participating.,
responses to this question are not always comparable.
However, 71% report the delegation of hiring responsibilities. Of those reporting such delegation., 41% sa:y they
delegate this responsibility completely; 56% indicate
they delegate it with some restrictions; 3% did not
answer the questions.

4.

Do you give your custodial employees a written contract?

It appears that most school custodial employees work
independently of contract arrangement. Only 14.5% of the
respondents mentioned the existence of contracts. In
some instances, however, civil service status ensures
tenure. When written contracts prevail., they cover a
full year in most cases or expire with the close of the
fiscal year.

5.

Does your hiring arrangement provide for a trial
period?

Stipulating some sort of probationary period prior to
permanent employment of custodial help seems to be
almost universal practice among schools. Less than
10% of the respondents replied in the negative on this
question. As to the length of this trial period., there
is a wide variation, ranging from two weeks to two
years. In the case of 16% of the school systems reporting a trial period, this probationary period is 6o days
or less. Almost one-third specified three months.
Thus, almost one-hal.f of the districts (49%) have a
probationary period for custodial employees of three
months or less., and more than three-fourths (78%) of
six months or J.ess.

9

Table I shows prevailing methods used in screening applicants
for jobs as school custodians as reported by 55 public school systems.3
TABLE I

96.3%

Oral Interview

87.2%

Written Applications

81.8%

References

56.Jt

Medical Certificates
Statement of Citizenship

32.7%

Loyalty Oath

32.7%

Aptitude Test

9.9%

Table II shows the methods that 55 public school districts
consider most effective in screening applicants for their custodial
jobs.4
TABLE II
Oral Interviews
References
Written Application
Employers
Police Records
Medical Certificates

25.4%
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TABLE III
Methods of Selecting School Janitors
in Cities of the United States

Selective Factors

141 cities

71 cities

50,000 and
under

50,000 to

43 cities 27 cities
100,000 to 250,000

100,000

250,000

and over

1.

Personal Interview

81.6%

84.5%

79.1%

77.8%

2.

United States
Citizenship

66.7

63.l.i

6o.5

8.5.2

.:J.

Application Blank

63.8

59.2

67.4

70.4

4.

Evaluation of
Previous Experience

.56.7

56.3

55.8

.59.3

51.8

.52.1

48.8

.55.6

.51.8

46.5

55.8

59.3

48.9

47.9

41.9

63.0

47.5

46._',

44.2

55.6

38.3

39.4

30.2

48.1

33.3

33.13

32.6

33.3

.5. Age Limit
6. Personal Appearance
Rating

7. Mimimum local
residence

8. Written report from
character reference

9. Written report from
previous employer

10. Marital status
11.

Other factors

33.J

32.4

34.9

33.3

12.

Medical examination
by school physician

29.8

Jl.O

27.9

29.6

27. 7

26.8

27.9

29.6

Examination

25.5

19.7

30.2

33.3

1.5. Formal Schooling

22.0

15.5

30.2

25.9

13. Oral Examination on
Janitorial work

14. Civil-Service
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TABLE III - CONTINUED

71 cities
50,000 to
100,000

43 cities
100,00 to
2.50,000

27 cities
2.50,000
and over

12.8

12.7

9.3

18.5

17. Written Examination
on Janitorial work 12.1

14.1

4.7

18.5

9.9

8.5

2.3

25.9

8.5

.5.6

4.7

22.2 .5

Selective Factors

141 cities
.50,000 and
under

16. Medical Examination
by applicants•
physician

18. Phj"sical Agility
Test

19. Intelligence Test

Sward G. Reeder., The Fundamentals of Public School Administration, The Macmillan Co., 1958, p. 253.
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So far only information pertaining to the employer of a
prospective custodial employee has been considered.

Another problem

in the selection process is the consideration of the individual.

Why

would an individual choose to work for a school district rather than
in industrrJ?

Recruiting custodians can be a tough problem.

Few

schools, if any, can compete with industry's salary levels and fringe
benefits.

However, the following inducements can be used to motivate

qualified applicants to consider employment in a school district.
1.

Tenure or Job Security -- Applicants are sure of steady

employment as long as they perform well.
2.

Pay and Promotion -- Policies provide for regular salary

reviews and promotion opportunities.

3. Fringe Benefits -- Custodial employees are included in
pension plans, accident and sickness insurance, vacation programs, and
all other benefits available to the rest of the school staff.

4.

Authority -- Custodial employees know who gives the orders

and who they are directly responsible to for carrying out their duties.

5. Status -- A worker is selected on

his merits.

The job is

important to the over-all function of the school system, and he is
respected as a worthy member of the school staff.

III.

TRAINING

Generally it is not possible to obtain workers trained in all
the specific skills required by a school district.

Therefore, most

large districts either maintain or encourage their employees to
participate in various kinds of in-service training activities.
These are organized in a great many ways to serve a variety
of purposes.

It is not uncommon .for districts to provide released

time and even pay e:xpenses for certain individuals of their staff to
attend non-district sponsored demonstrations, courses, workshops, etc.,
while they usually require certain employees to attend district
activities.
Since the above-mentioned training programs take on many
fonns, it is necessary to distinguish between them.
Demonstrations.
In-service training programs can be relatively informal, as in
the case of a factory representative's demonstration to a locksmith,

showing a new key cutting tool.

In fact, the quickest and most direct

way for district employees to become knowledgeable about new products
and equipment is perhaps through demonstrations and training sessions

by factory representatives.
Courses.
Some programs are fonnally structured, such as specific courses
which may be required for promotion or movement from probationary to
permanent employment.

They may be built around the development of

13
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competence in a single area such as electric motor maintenance or a
broad area such as school housekeeping.
up to fifteen or more meetings.

Courses may run anywhere

Courses per se are usually developed

and offered by a college, a trade-technical school, or by a district.
Also, they may be offered during the working day by a district and
usually at night by a training institution.
Workshops and Institutes.
Workshops and institutes are generally designed to provide
information and demonstrations relative to current developments on
what are usually broad areas.

They are often held in the summer,

although some authors note that they have had some success with
consecutive Saturday workshops during the year.

Sponsorship may be

by a district~ cooperatively among districts, by training institutions,
or by government bodies other than school districts.
Apprenticeships.
Smaller districts without resources for offering their own
maintenance and operations training programs assign new employees
to older, more experience and competent employees.

Also, specific

employees are often assigned the task of teaching new employees how
to do particular jobs.

IT.

SCHE:WLING

Maintenance is a vital factor wherever buildings and equipment
are involved. Planned maintenance is the act of keeping plant and
equipment in good condition by organized methods. 6 This serves to
protect the original capital investment and provide the optimum use
for which the facilities were designed.
Maintenance of facilities of a school district presents a
greater challenge than maintenance in most any other type of operation.
This is because the occupancy of school facilities is made up of young
people with a great deal of vitality and energy who cause much wear
and tear on buildings and equipment in addition to normal expected
weathering and obsolescence.
The effectiveness of school plant maintenance, like other
phases of school administrat,ion,

may

well be determined by its

administrative and organizational pattern.

Adequate planning, trained

personnel, and efficient administration are essential if the maintenance
program is to achieve its aims.

In developing an organization for

school plant maintenance, it must be remembered that no two school
systems are exactly alike in all their elements.

Thus, the adminis-

6Joseph J. Baker, Jons. Peters, School Maintenance and
e~t~on, Th6 e Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc., Danville,
4
I
ois, 19 3, P• 3.
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tra.tion and organizational patterns of school plant maintenance in
different school systems may vary according to a number of modifying
circumstances.
In order to set up an equitable maintenance program there are
certain factors which must be considered by all administrators.
Although conditions 'Will vary from school district to school district,
authorities in the field of school administration consider the following factors of significant importance and universal application.
( 1.) Determining the work volume, ( 2. ) divi.sion of labor, ( 3.) performance

standards, (4.) types of maintenance programs, and (5.) methods

used to determine the size of a custodial staff.

Work Volume.
It is usually difficult for school officials to make an annual
determination of the exact amount of work required to keep all school
facilities in a satisfactory state of repair, but the evaluation of
several elements may assist.

It is not suggested that these elements

should have equal weight in all school districts, but local officials
might consider them in the light of their respective situation.
these elements are:

Among

(1.) relation of operation policy to maintenance

policy, (2.) size of the school system, (3.) age of buildings and
equipment, (4.) condition of buildings, grounds, and equipment, (5.)
type of materials and finishes, (6.) climatic conditions, and (7.)
building utilization.
Relatipn of Operational Policy to Maintenance Policz.
School plant operation and maintenance, while closely related,
may be considered separate fields.

It is not always easy, however,
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to segregate and classify each job as to whether it is an operational
or maintenance function.

For example, in some school systems where

there is one organization for plant operation and another for plant
maintenance, the replacement ofa :.fluorescent or an incandescent lamp
may be considered an operational procedure and is done by the custodial

staff, while in other systems this operation may be considered a
function of the maintenance department.

Some authorities hold that

the assignment of minor routine maintenance duties to custodians,
leaving only the major jobs to the maintenance staff, increases
employee productivity and decreases labor costs per unit of service.
Others argue that operating and maintenance efficiency, as well as
morale among all employees, is improved i f all operating tasks are
performed by custodians and all maintenance work is done by maintenance personnel.
It is not the purpose of this discussion to express preferences
for either procedure, but rather to show that i f school board policy
requires all maintenance work to be performed by maintenance crews,
a larger crew and more man-hours will be needed.

Furthermore, this

plan might preclude the use of members of the custodial force as
maintenance personnel during the summer months when extensive maintenance programs are generally undertaken.
In setting up the administrative and organizational pattern
for school maintenance and operation, school boards should establish
a definite policy with respect to duties assigned to the operational
force as well as those assigned to the maintenance department.

18
Size of School Systems.
Work volume for school plant operation and maintenance will
depend largely on the size of the school system.

In a large system,

it may be expedient to organize the work program so that all phases
of school plant operation and school plant maintenance and related
services are under one executive officer whose title might be
assistant superintendent in charge of buildings and grounds, or
director of buildings and grounds.

In other systems it might be more

practical to organize two separate departments, one for plant operations and one for plant maintenance, each with a director responsible
to the superintendent.

In smaller systems it may not be feasible to

employ separate personnel for plant operation and for plant maintenance.

In such cases there should be great flexibility in duties

and training of the custodial staff so that, except in major maintenance tasks, all maintenance work can be done by the custodial
staff.
may

Under these circumstances, major maintenance and repair jobs

be contracted to local firms, and the regular custodial employees,

together with bus drivers or other qualified school employees who do
not have year-round employment, may be converted into summer maintenance crews.

If these employees are under local civil service,

however, care must be exercised in writing their job specifications.
Age of Buildings and Equipment.
The age of buildings and equipment has some bearing on the
volume of work involved in district school plant maintenance.

All

buildings do not deteriorate at the same rate, but age does bring
deterioration and an increase in maintenance needs.
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Certain maintenance requirements in school buildings generally
develop at intervals of about ten years, sometimes referred to as the
"cycle or deterioration."?

During the first five years only minor

maintenance and adjustment may be required, but during the fifth or
sixth year, more extensive work, such as repainting, recalking, and
other types of touch-up jobs, may be needed.

The~ after fifteen to

twenty years, buildings may require a new roof or the replacement of
other exposed parts.

The twenty-five to thirty year cycle generally

represents the end of the useful life of certain mechanical features
of the plant, such as heating and plumbing systems, and hence
necessitate their replacement.

At about thirty-five to forty years,

buildings are generally ready for a major overhaul job, such as the
replacement of some floors, stair treads, exposed doors and windows,
and perhaps the repainting of masonry walls.

As buildings age,

therefore, more and more attention will be required from the district's
maintenance organization if it proposes to do all work by its own
staff.
Conditions of Buildin~s 1 Grounds, and Equipment.
In planning an adequate program for school districts where
maintenance has been deferred or neglected, the physical condition
of buildings, grounds., and equipment will be an important factor
in determining the volume of work required of the maintenance staff.

7N. E. Viles, "Maintenance and Replacing Schools," American
School Board Journal, Vol. 139, July, 1959, PP• 23-25, 49.
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If buildings have an accumulation of maintenance needs, if grounds
are bare and eroded because of neglect, if little attention is given
to the repair of fumi ture and equipment, the volume o:f work required
to replace all facilities in a satisfactory state might be staggering.
A newly organized maintenance force, if not properly directed and
skillfully managed, might :find its elf trying to move in all directions
at the same time.

In order to accomplish the purposes of maintenance

within a reasonable period of time, either an unusually heavy work load

will have to be carried by each employee, or the maintenance crew will
need to be large and versatile.
Tzpe of Building Materials and Finishes.
Another factor in determining the volume of maintenance work
required for school buildings is the type of materials and quality
of finishes used in construction. Many maintenance problems are
inherent in low quality construction materials and finishes, and
frequently the low first cost of buildings so constructed represents
only a small down payment as compared with total maintenance costs
over the life of the building.
On

the other hand, the use of quality materials and finishes

may account for a high construction cost, but it may also result in
dividends for the school system through long-term, low maintenance cost.
High initial cost with long-term low maintenance is considered more
economical than low initial cost with long-term high maintenanee.8

.
_8~ •. w. Eckert, "Constructing School Buildings With Materials That
Will Mll11.mize Future Maintenance," Proceedinss of the Association of
School Business Officials, Kalamazoo, Michigan, 1953, pp. 111-115.
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Climatic Conditions.
It is generally recognized that in regions which have extremes
in temparature, buildings require greater maintenance effort than in
milder climates.

If there is alternate freezing and thawing, exposed

surfaces such as roofs and walls will undergo considerable movement,
expansion, and contraction.

Even though expansion joints have been

provided, this movement often results in damage to the exposed parts.
Furthermore, in extremely cold climates, maintaining adequate heating
facilities constitutes an added burden.

In other regions, the ravages

of either wind, rain, sun, or excessive humidity, or a combination of
these elements may cause additional work loads for maintenance
personnel.
Building Utilization.
Another factor involved in determining maintenance work volume
is the extent to which school buildings are used.

When building

utilization is confined to regular day school groups, and outside
groups are encouraged or permitted to use these buildings af'ter school
hours, the wear and tear may be expected to increase by an appreciable
amount, depending on group sizes, hours of use, and supervision.
A fairly recent study surveyed 220 school systems with respect

to practices and policies concerning the after-school use of buildings.
The findings indicate that:

Almost 100% of these systems permit

after-school use of buildings by both school groups and out-of-school
groups; more than
groups, and

51%

75%

positively encourage after-school use by school

positively encourage such use by non-school groups;
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81%

make no charge to school groups, while 11% make no charge to

non-school groups. 9
These findings seem to indicate that after-school use of
buildings by both school and non-ochool groups is not only prevalent,
but also encouraged. Where the practice is extensive, additional
man-hours are required to maintain floors, stairs, lighting, hardware,
furniture and equipment, and other parts of the school plant affected
by such additional use.
Division of Labor.
The division of labor according to tasks, or the degree of work
specialization, is a second factor in determing the type of maintenance
organization for a school district.

Although organization of the

maintenance staff into permanent work crews on the basis of rigid areas
of specialization is not recommended by some authorities, others feel
that job overlapping can be avoided only when job responsibilities
are carefully understood and defined.lo
Since no two school systems are alike, it seems inadvisable to
suggest that one particular plan of organization will fit all situations.

Local conditions that apply to school plant maintenance should

be evaluated before a decision is reached as to the type of maintenance

9 Lynn B. Davis, "After-School Use of Buildings," Proceedin~s of
the Association of School Business Officials, Kalamazoo Michigan
1953, PP• 142-1>7 •
•
'
'
0

1OA. N. Finchum, Organizing the Maintenance Program, United
States Government Printing Office, Washington, 1964, pp. 3-4.
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organization the district should have.

However, it seems pertinent

to suggest that, regardless of the type of maintenance organization,
the district should secure competent people for all jobs and especially
skilled people for special jobs.
Performance Standards.
The organizational pattern of the school plant maintenance
program

may

personnel.

be affected by the performance standards required of
If these standards are to be on a high level, there must

be an organization whose responsible head will direct and coordinate
all work to effect an easy flow of effective and efficient services
in the best interest of the schools.

On the other hand, sloppy work,

buck passing, and shirking of responsibility, often tolerated in some
communities because the labor cost seems low, may require little or
no organization.

This type of program may be more expensive than

quality work performed in greater quantity by competent custodians
at higher wages.
Types

of Maintenance Programs.

The type of maintenance program conducted by the school district
is another factor which may condition its maintenance organizational
pattern.

There is no one best -cype of program.

Programs vary iin.rriensely

in the quantity and quality of what they accomplish from region to
region, from county to county, from district to district, and from
school to school within the same district.

In practice, most school

districts follow one or more phases of the following types of maintenance programs:

(a.) all maintenance is done by the district's
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maintenance staff; (b.) all maintenance is done by contract; (c.)
staff and contract maintenance are intermingled; (d.) most maintenance
is done by the staff but local journeymen are called in on special
jobs; (e.) the maintenance staff is augmented by regular custodians
and other assistance during the summer months. 11
It should be remembered that there is no one best type of
program for all school districts.

Officials of each district should

study carefully the district's maintenance needs, the finances obtainable, and the number of people available who have specialized skills
for the jobs to be undertaken by the maintenance staff.
Size o.f Custodial Staff.
The maintenance staff includes laborers, semi-skilled workers,
sldlled mechanics, office personnel, foremen, supervisors, and the
program director.

In planning a maintenance program, a school system

may determine the exact personnel requirements by trial and error;
but a number of factors, if used together and not separately, may be
of value in ma.king this determination.

These include:

(a.) annual

man-hours required by crafts; (b.) experiences of similar systems
with respect to staff size and cost; (c.) ratio of maintenance cost to
plant and equipment value; (d.) ratio of maintenance cost to current
operating costs; and (e.) ratio of supervisors to workers.12
11A. N. Finchum, School Building Maintenance Procedures, United
States Government Printing Office, Washington, 1954, pp. 3-4.

12A•. N. Finchum, 9:ganizing the Maintenance Program, United
States Government Printing Office, Washington, 1960, p. 22.
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Explanation of the above will now be presented in their
respective order.
Man-Hours by Crafts:

School systems which have kept records

on man-hour requirements should have little difficulty in determining
the total number of annual man-hours required for each craft.

In the

absence of such previous records it will be necessary for the district
to make a careful inspection of all its school facilities to determine
maintenance needs which can be recorded and then analyzed as to type.
When this has been done, estimates of costs and annual man-hours by
crafts can be established.
Experience of Similar School Systems:

A comparison of experience

of similar systems may be of value in determining the size of the
district's maintenance force.

School systems to be studied should be

carefully selected on the basis of comparable criteria, such as:
elementary and secondary enrollments; number and type of elementary
and secondary school buildings; total number of classrooms; number
and capacity of auditoriums; number and size of gymnasiums, shops and
special areas; number

o:f

professional personnel; district population;

true valuation of all district property; number of full and parttime maintenance employees by trades; a breakdo'Wl1. of the current
and the preceeding years' maintenance costs, including all contract
maintenance; and the type of maintenance program conducted by the
district. 13
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Ratio of Maintenance Cost to Plant and Equipment Value:

The

school district's annual budget for maintenance should represent from
1% to 2% of the current replacement cost of its school facilities.
In some distric·ts where maintenance has been neglected this amount
have to be increased for an adequate maintenance program.

may

In other

districts where maintenance needs have been met from year to year, or
where most buildings are new and have higher replacement value,

1%

of the current replacement cost of school facilities maybe adequate.
For purposes of illustration, suppose that the maintenance needs of
a particular district are such that

2%

of the replacement cost of its

facilities will be required for maintenance and that the replacement
value of its facilities is $10 million.

In this case, the annual

maintenance budget will be $200,000.
When the amount of money for maintenance has been determined,
consideration can be given to the size of the district's maintenance
force.

It is generally recognized that the cost of labor will consume

a minimum of 80% of the maintenance budget.14
If this percentage is applied to a total maintenance budget of

$200,000, the results will be $160,000, the amount that can be allocated

for salaries of maintenance personnel.

Then, if an inventory has been

made of maintenance needs and broken down into man-hours by crafts, it
will not be difficult for the director of maintenance to apply the local
wage factor and thereby determine the number of full and part-ti.~e
employees the district can hire.

-

14Ibid., p. 23.
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Ratio of Maintenance Cost to Current Operating Cost:
school district's maintenance budget should be no less than

The

5%

of

its current operating budget.15 This figure seems to have national
acceptance.

On

this basis, suppose that a district's current operating

budget is such that $100,000 should be allocated to maintenance.

If

salaries and wages of maintenance personnel account for 80% of
maintenance cost, the amount that can be earmarked for wages and
salaries is $80,000.

By

applying to this amount the local wage factor

and the number of man-hours required by crafts, the maintenance
director can determine staff size by work areas.
Ratio of Supervisors to Maintenance Employees:

Size of the

school district, local conditions, maintenance funds, and staff size
are important in determining district policy and procedure for
efficient supervision of maintenance personnel.

The efficient super-

vision of personnel brings the concept of span of control into the
picture.

By

span of control is meant how many subordinates can a

manager manage effectively.16 Certain industrial management studies
have been instrumental in developing the span of control concept
which emphasizes that both management and work efficiency are improved
if:

not more than five supervisory subordinates report to one chief;

not less than five nor more than ten craftsmen report to one craft
foreman; not less than eight nor more than fifteen semi-skilled

l$Ibid., P• 2.
16Harold Koontz and Cyril OI Donnell, Management:
Readings, The McGraw-Hill Book CoJ, Inc., 1964, P• 152.

A Book of
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laborers report to one work forema.n.17
or standby time should not exceed
normal peak loads.

5%

In computing work load, idle

of the hours required to meet

In smaller school systems where there is only one

supervisor with two or three craftsmen under his direction, there is
no problem with respect to supervisor-work ratio.

In larger systems

where there are many employees for each craft, this ratio becomes an
important factor in the development of an efficient maintenance
program.

-

Work Load Standard.
One of the most difficult problems in the administration of
school janitorial service is the determination of 'What constitutes
a proper service load for each janitor.

This difficulty doubtless

accounts for the small progress that has been made toward standardizing the service load.

The problem is difficult for two reasons.

In the first place, the abilities, both mental and physical, of the
janitors vary widely.

Therefore, a desirable serviceable load for

one janitor is likely to be either too large or too small for another
janitor.

Secondly, school buildings vary widely in the ease with

which their janitorial work may be performed.
Essentially the problem of custodial work load assignment is
based on the time required to maintain a school plant in a clean,
sanitary, safe, healthful, comfortable, and efficient condition.
There have been many attempts to formulate and standardize custodial.

17A. N. Finchum, Organizing the Maintenance Program, United
States Government Printing Office, Washington, 1960, p. 20.
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manpower requirements so that a person charged with such responsibility
could simply apply a formula., and., presto, his problem would be solved.
Unfortunately., there appear to be no such formulas or standards which
have widespread and general application, although such formulas do
have value as a check of practice against practice elsewhere.
The most common bases upon which attempts have been made to

standardize the service load of school janitors are:

the number of

pupils in attendance in the building; the number of classrooms in
the building; the cubic content of the building; the number of square
feet of floor area in the building; the number of square feet of
window area; the number of square feet of blackboard area; and the
number of square feet of sidewalks and lawns.

Although the above

bases can be accepted in the ma.in., they should seldom be adopted
without qualification, because the conditions in two school buildings
are seldom the same.

In the following paragraphs the writer intends to relate the
several different types of standards for determining custodial work
loads by authorities in school plant management.

It will be seen that

the authorities are split on what standards to use; but they qualify
their approach to the school building and district situation.
The first formula is the one developed by the California
School Business Officials Committee. 18

18Joseph J. Baker and Jons. Peters., School Maintenance and
Operations, The Interstate Printers and Publishers, Danville, Illinois,
1963, pp. 141-142.
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l.

Given: l custodian for each 8 teachers.
factor.
Number of teachers

2.

=

teacher factor

Given: l custodian for every 225 pupils.
factor.
Number of pupils
225

=

Find teacher

Find pupil

pupil factor

J. Given:

1 custodian for every 11 rooms to be cleaned.
Find room factor.
Number of rooms
11

=

room factor

(a.)

Rooms include all rooms that are to be cleaned by
custodians, such as offices, storage rooms, toilets,
classrooms, gym areas, etc.

(b.)

An average classroom has 1000 sq. ft. Using this
as a basis, break large area rooms (gym, multi•

use rooms, etc.) into equivalent classrooms.

4.

Given: 1 custodian for every 15,000 sq. ft. of building
area. Find square feet factor.
Total sq. ft. in building = square feet factor
15,000

5.

Given: 1 custodian for each 2 acres of upkept grounds.
Find grounds factor.
Total acres of upkept grounds= ground factor
2

6. Add the 5 factors and divide the total

by

5 to find actual

cleaning custodians needed.
Total of

5 factors

----..;;,..---- =

.
.
cleaning custodians needed
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In the text compiled by Henry H. Linn, Leslie C. Helm., and
K. P. Grabarhievicz, they endorse using half-hour units.19

They

further say that every custodian's schedule may not use this unit;
but they believe that the custodian should have a rough plan to put
down on paper.

Arter the first rough plan has been made it can be

changed and improved.

The time periods can be changed to account

for each fifteen minutes, or some short periods and some long ones
may be shown.

The main thing is to work out a good schedule that

will show what jobs should be done and when they should be done.
Emery Stoops and M. L. Rafferty, Jr. cite the Pomona Unified
School District Survey in their text, Practices and Trends in School
Administration. 20 The survey was conducted by Irving R. Melbo and
staff.

The basis used in this survey was square footage to avail-

able custodial hours.

During the Pomona Survey., the Melbo Staff

prepared many tables on the measurements and conditions of
1,157,567 square feet of varied areas and compared the available
custodial hours of time available to the time needed.

Melbo and

survey staff have developed custodial work load standards during
more than sixty major school surveys.

Their criteria have been

standardized in more than 500 schools in several states.21
l9Henry H. Linn, Leslie c. Helm., and K. R. Grabarhievicz,
The School Custodian's Housekee in Handbook, Bureau of Publications,
Teacher's College, Columbia University, 19 , p. 45.
2~mery Stoops and M. L. Rafferty, Jr., Practices and Trends
in School Administration., Ginn and Co • ., 1961, P• 269.
21Ibid., P• 271.
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TABLE IV
Application of Custodial Performance Standards
to the Buildings and Grounds
of Pomona Unified School District, June, 1957

Buildings and Ground Areas

Square Footage
of Areas

Recommended
Hours per day

329,050

137.0

Shops

26,287

13.2

Administrative offices

41,244

20.5

Auditoriums

23,410

6.6

Gymnasiwns

16,252

5.4

Auditorium-Cafeteria

35,637

10.2

Auditorium gymnasium

10,254

2.9

Kitchen and snack bar

13,571

9.7

Restrooms and locker area

50,576

21.0

Stairs and landings

12,967

9.2

166,,11

3.3

2,470

.8

23,642

3.0

Surfaced playgrounds

144,020

2.9

Dirt playground

149,210

1.9

10,191

.3

4,282

2.J

Parking lots

48,130

1.0

Paved areas between buildings

10,118

.2

6,438

2.7

Classrooms

Outside corridors
Inside halls
Sidewalks

Lawn and turf (by custodians)
Shrubs and flowers ( by custodians)

Libraries
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TABLE IV - CONTINUED

Buildings and Ground Areas

Square Footage
of Areas

Recommended
Hours per day

Patios

3,024

.4

Surfaced eating pavilions

8,184

1.6

Teachers rooms

1,647

.8

Stages

1,232

.4

648

.3

1,152

.6

576

.2

2,688

1.3

566

.3

13,500

5.6

1,157,567

265.6

Workroom and bookroom
Art workroom

Music laboratory
Teachers' laboratory and band
}ti.scellaneous areas
Double session classrooms

TOTALS
Custodial supervision

10.0

Purchasing inspecting, and reporting

3.0

Emergency assignments

2.0

TOTAL HOURS NEEDED

280.6

TOTAL HOURS AVAILABLE

273.0
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This survey was conducted to take the guesswork out of custodial
load assignments.

The results hoped to be obtained by the survey were

to accrue greater economy to the school district and to maintain a
high level

or

morale among the custodians, with the belief that their

work load assignments were impartial and fair.
Ward G. Reeder in his book, Fundamentals of Public School
Administration, mentions several means of formulating custodial work
loads.

Many of these have been mentioned in the preceeding paragr~phs.

Although not condoning any one method, he states twenty-two factors
to be considered in determining the service load of school janitors.
They are:2 2

1. The Administration of the Building. In some buildings
children are orderly and under their teachers' guidance,
and thus reduce the janitor's load. In others, children
destroy school property and carelessly add to the
janitor's work.
2.

Size of Building. It is evident that for some cleaning jobs, a building of 40 rooms would constitute
twice the load of a building of 20 rooms of equivalent
size.

3. Age and State of Repair of Building. An old building
in a poor state of repair is, of cours~ more difficult
to keep clean than a new building in good repair.

4.

Location of Building. School buildings in residential
areas are much easier to keep clean than buildings on
wind-swept sandy slopes.

S.

Climatic Conditions. Aside from the difference in
the amount of firing required and the additional work
entailed in caring for furnaces and boilers, the use
of coal adds to the burden of keeping buildings clean.
A building in the south where little firing is required

22Ward G. Reeder, The Fundamentals of Public School Administration, The MacMillan Company, 1958, pp. 261-263.
·
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would be easier to keep clean than one in the north;
a building in California, where oil is often used for
fuel would be easier to keep clean than one in
Minnesota where coal is burned.

6.

Type of Building Structure. ifuether the school
building is constructed of brick or wood, is well
constructed or poorly constructed greatly affects
the janitorial service within the building.

7.

Kind of School. Whether the pupils are 6 to 12 years
of age in an elementary school, 13 to 15 years of age
in a junior high school, or 16 to 18 years of age in
a senior high school makes a considerable difference
in the work of caring for a school building.

8. Social Background of Pupils.

Anyone who has visited
schools will recognize that the social background of
pupils within a school determines to a marked degree
the cooperation obtainable from pupils in keeping the
building presentable.

9. Enrollment.

Certain janitorial functions must be
performed regardless of whether 800 or 1600 pupils
are in attendance. On the other hand, it is well
known that the work of keeping a building clean
increases with the amount of use.

10.

Type of Rooms. Room for room, other things being
equal, a school giving only the old type of elementary
work is much easier to care for than an elementary or
high school having many special rooms for industrial
arts, drawing, domestic science, etc.

ll.

Amount and Kind of Floor Area. The kind of floor
surf ace to be cleaned is important. A janitor can
sweep, in a given time, twice as much area of good
maple or terazzo as of splintered pine. Kind as
well as amount must enter the assignment of the
janitorial load.

12.

Area, Size and Location of Windows. Anyone who has
tried to clean window glass knows that the location
of windows and the size of panes affects the ratio
of cleaning as well as the number of square feet to
be cleaned.

13.

Area, Kind, and Utilization of Blackboards. Slate
blackboards, presenting a smooth, even surface maybe more easily and effectively cleaned than other
types. The amount of use of blackboards varies
greatly from room to room and building to building.

14.

Type and Arrangement of Desk and other Furniture.
Certain kinds of school desks permit the cleaning
of a room much more quickly than do other kinds.
The placement of furniture and sometimes the way
the floor itself is laid may force janitors to
classrooms crosswise rather than lengthwise of
the boards. This makes cleaning difficult.

15.

Size of Site, Playground Covering, and Gardening.
Playground covering has an irrportant bearing upon
janitorial load. A concrete playground or one
covered with clean smooth pebbles or crushed stone
reduces the amount of dirt to be removed from the
building. A clay or dirt covered playground increases it. The size of yards and lawns and the
amount of gardening and care expected of janitors
in maintaining the grounds will affect the amount
of service required for a particular building.

16. Area and Placement of Sidewalks. Long sidewalks
covering the natural route to building entrances,
or the absence of them, are factors to consider
in assigning a janitorial staff to man a particular building.

17. '!'ype and Condition of Heating Equipment. Whether
buildings are heated by means of a hot-water or
steam-heating plant, a hot-air furnace, or jacketed
stoves makes a great deal of difference in the
amount of service required. The condition and
effectiveness of the heating apparatus must also
be taken into account.

18. Type and Condition of Ventilating Equipment. A
building equipped with the unit ventilating system

or a building ventilated by a system of "modified
window" ventilation requires less attention by the
janitor-engineer than one equipped with a fan
system.
19.

Amount and Installation of Plumbing. Some kinds
of plumbing are notorious for their being constantly out of order and in need of repair, while
other kinds prove quite satisfactory.

20.

Presence, Type, and Condition of Service Systems.
A building equipped with ash hoist, coal conveyance,
stokers, chutes, service elevators, and the like,
will, of course, require less man-power in proper]y
caring for it.
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21.

Janitor's Shop and Store Rooms. Properly located
and equipped, shop and store rooms save time and
add to the efficiency of janitorial-engineering
service.

22.

Cleaning Equipment. Such equipment as a central
vacuum cleaning system and an electric scrubbing
machine will lower the man-power requisite in
caring for buildings.

Douglas E. Lawson in his textbook, School Administration, mentions
having the custodial 1-iork load in terms of square feet of floor area for
which each janitor is responsible or in terms of the number of rooms
cleanea.23 He further says that in some schools the care of sixteen
rooms or an equivalent amount of work has been considered a normal load
for an eight-hour day.

But, because of the numerous variables involved

and because such a plan seems to limit the concept of custodial service
to that of a purely menial task and ignore its larger possibilities,
it is not recommended here.

He suggests the best procedure for the

administrator is probably to first familiarize himself with the nature
of the custodial responsibilities.

Then he should establish sympathetic

working relations with the employees, agree upon professional standards
0£

work, and adjust salaries and service loads in a way that seems most

reasonable to meet the needs of the situation.

This recommendation

applies particularly to the small and average-sized school.
Calvin Grieder, Truman M. Pierce and William Everett Rosenstengel
mention the system worked out by the Denver Public Schools in their text,
Public School Administration.

First of all they qualify their approach

23Douglas E. Lawson, School Administration, Odyssey Press,

1953, p. 237.
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in that it may not apply to another school system because of different
circumstances other than the Denver Public School System.

The division

of business services of the Denver Public Schools has worked out a
point system for assigning custodial duties.

For example, 15 minutes

is allowed for picking up paper and other rubbish per acre of the school
site, and 30 minutes is allowed for a gas-fired furnace.

Thus, all

custodial tasks are defined in terms of the number of minutes required
to complete them.

One point is allowed for each 15 minutes of time.

The work assignment of a custodian would consist of the number of points
resulting from dividing the number of minutes the custodian is to work
per day by 15. 24•
'l)Pes of Custodial Jobs.
The making of a schedule can be simplified if there is a clear
idea of the different types of routine jobs to be done and the
approximate amount of time required for each.

The time allotments

cannot be uniform for all buildings because of varying conditions.
However, the following suggestions should help in making out a
schedul.e.

These allotments provide a reasonable period of time in

which to perform the various tasks in the average school building if
there is proper equipment and supplies and if one understands the most
efficient method of performing the tasks and applies himself diligently.

24ca1vin Grieder, Truman M. Pierce, William Everett Rosentengel
Public School Administration, The Ronald Press Co., New York, 1953,
'

pp. 506-507.
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In general, these time allotments cover routine types of work done
during the school year.

Special jobs are done during vacation

periods and are not included in the following tabie. 25

25Henry H. Linn, Leslie c. Helm, and K. P. Grabarhiewicz,
The School Custodian's Housekeepin~ Handbook, Bureau of Publications,
Teacher's College, Columbia Uni~9rsity, New York, 1948, pp. 46-48.
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TABLE

V

Job
1.

Dusting furniture in the average classroom 30 pupils

2.

Sweeping average standard classroom, including
cloa1-'.room, (700-800 sq. ft.), emptying wastebasket,
cleaning chalk trough, locking windows, adjusting
window shades (daily duty after school closes)

Minutes

5

12

3. Cleaning the average industrial art shop room
(daily duty when in use}, each 100 sq. ft. of
floor area

2

4. Sweeping halls and corridors (twice daily),
each 1000 sq. ft. of floor area, each performance

S.

Sweeping gymnasium (daily duty), each 1000 sq. ft.
of floor area

5

6. Sweeping auditorium with seats (daily duty when
used), each 1000 sq. ft. of floor area
7.

Sweeping stairway ( twice daily), each flight of
stairs from one floor to next, each sweeping

12

5

8. Cleaning stair banisters and handrails (daily
duty), each flight from one floor to next
9.
10.
11.

Dusting and removing spots on wainscot in halls
(daily duty), each 1000 sq. ft. of wall area

10

Cleaning room doors, glass, doorknobs, and
woodwork (daily duty), each door

2

Cleaning entrance doors, glass and woodwork,
and polishing hardware (daily duty), each door

3

12. Mopping toilet room and dressing room floors
(daily duty), each 100 sq. ft. of floor area
13.

2

Cleaning toilet stalls and doors (daily duty),
each stall

5
1
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TABLE V - CONTINUED

Job

14.

Minutes

Cleaning toilet bowls, seats, and metal
fittings (daily duty), each bowl

2

15.

Cleaning urinals (daily duty), each urinal stall

1

16.

Cleaning washbowls and metal fit tings ( daily duty),
each washbowl (includes filling soap dispensers and
towel and toilet paper holders)

2

17. Cleaning sinks and metal fittings (daily duty),
each sink

2

18. Cleaning drinking fountains and metal fittings
(daily duty), each f ounta.in

1

19.

Cleaning mirrors (daily duty), each mirror

1

20.

Cleaning open lamp shades and lamps (once monthly),
eMhumt

2

21.

Cleaning closed lamp shades and lamps (once
monthly), each unit

4

22.

Cleaning window panes on inside (monthly duty),
large panes per sq. 10 ft.

1

23. Cleaning window panes on inside (monthly duty),
small panes per 5 sq. ft.

1

Cleaning window panes on outside (monthly duty),
large panes per 5 sq. ft.

1

Cleaning window panes on outside (monthly duty),
small panes per 3 sq. ft.

1

26.

Cleaning chalkboards (at least once weekly),
each 100 sq. ft.

5

27.

Collecting and cleaning chalkboard erasers (at
least once weekly), using machine, per dozen

3

24.

25.

28.

Cleaning and caring for tools and supplies
(daily duty), each person

15
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TABLE V - CONTINUED

Job
29.

Minutes

Hanging out and taking in flag (daily duty),
each operation

30. Checking temperature and controlling radiators
if building has no automatic temperature control
(twice daily), per room, each checking

31. Checking clocks (daily duty), per clock, on average
32.

Disposing of rubbish (daily duty), each person

1

½
10

33. Sweeping outside walks to entrances (daily duty),
each 1000 sq. ft.

8

34. Cleaning and checking yard, playground, and
playground equipment (daily duty), on average,
will vary with size

35.

Caring for lawn sprinkling, cutting grass, raking,
etc., as required during growing season, average
daily time, per 1000 sq. ft.

30

3

36. Firing the boiler and caring for related equipment
and rooms when high pressure boilers are used; will
require almost constant attention of the engineer
on duty during the heating period

??

37. Firing the boiler and caring for related equipment
and rooms when low pressure boilers are used requires
for the average school approximately one-half' of a
man's time during the heating season. This will vary
according to the conditions of each building. In
developing a schedule, one should assign four hours
per day to firing a low pressure heating plant, and
vary the time allotment from this figure as local
conditions require.
240

38. General miscellaneous duties:

doing odd jobs for
teachers, moving furniture, making minor repairs,
etc. However, in developing a schedule there should
be an allotment of one hour per day for these duties
in a building equivalent to ten standard classrooms
or less.

5

39. Rest period in the middle of each half day- for full
time employees (10 minutes each period)

20
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A schedule should be made on common sense needs.

There are

certain jobs that are best done at fixed periods of the day.
the heating

During

season, the first job in the morning is to start firing

the boiler. While the custodian has plenty of work to keep him busy
during the entire day, there are two peak periods.

The first is in

the early morning, when he must see that the building is properly
heated and dusted before school opens.

The second is after the

close of school when he has most of the daily sweeping of classrooms
to do.

Between these two peak periods are several hours when he must

take care of the various jobs that can be done during that time.

He

should, of course, use his common sense in laying out his schedule,
but he should keep in mind that his work is to be done at such times
that teachers and pupils will not be unduly disturbed.

He should

also arrange his schedule so that rooms are clean in the morning
before they are first occupied.
In some school systems the custodian may be required to work
on Saturday mornings.

This is a good time for him to do the work

that can not ver-J well be done during the week; such as cleaning the
light fixtures, washing glass, extra mopping, cleaning chalkboards
and erasers, etc.
The following table indicates the actual custodial schedule
using two full-time custodians for an elementary schooi.26

26Joseph J. Baker, and Jon S. Peters, School Maintenance and
9Peration, The Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc., Danville,
Illinois, 1963, pp. 147-148.
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TABLE VI*

Custodians• Schedule

7:00 - 7:20 a.m.

Check boiler and put up flag

7:20 - 8:00

Dust all classrooms and offices

8:00 - 8:30

Dust mop and clean teachers' room
and lavator.r

8:30 - 9:00

Clean girls' lavatory and clean toilet
bowls and sinks, put paper towels in
boxes

9:00 - 10:00

Disinfect all classroom and auditorium
doors and lmobs

10:00 - 10:30

Clean pencil marks off all walls

10:30 - ll:00

Sweep boys' and girls' entrance patio
and porch., auditorium entrance, and
main sidewalk

11:00 - 11:30

Check all lavatories

11:30 - 12:00

Lunch

12:00 -

1:00

Check for paper on grounds

1:00 -

2:00

Sweep main hallway and clean auditorium.

2:00 -

3:00

Odd jobs (daily work on weekly, monthly,
and other tasks)

3:00 - 3:30

Clean windows indoors and outside doors.

*Although this schedule is for a particular school; it can
be used as a basis in formulating a schedule for any school district.

V.

SELECTION - EFFINGHAM

At Effingham High School the selection procedure is not
similar to that of large urban areas such as Chicago or New York City.
In the metropolitan areas prospective custodial personnel must take
a civil service examination, a physical examination, and be finger
printed.

After the results of the examinations are completed, a

list is posted showing the rank of each applicant from highest to
lowest.

Who you know could influence your position on the list.

As employees are needed in the school system, they are taken from the
list in numerical order.
four years.

Usually the tests are given every three or

When a new examination is given, the old list becomes

unuseable, and those individuals still available become no longer
eligible for employment in the school system.

To gain employment

as a custodian they must retake the civil service examination and go
through the same general procedure mentioned above.
The selection process at Effingham basically consists of an

individual filling out an application form and waiting for an opening
in Unit

40.

There are no examinations at all given to the applicant.

The reason that no test is given is that there is not a large group
from which a selection may be made.

In the Business Admtrdstrator' s

opinion at Effingham, if salaries were increased to attract a sufficiently large group of prospective empl0yees, tests would be ad~inistered to pick the most qualified.
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When an opening presents itself those applicants on file are
given preference according to the date of their application.

Each

individual is then interviewed by the Business Administrator.
Past experience seems to be the prime factor in the selection
process.

Since there are no unions or other screening devices,

flexibility in work duties is emphasized.

Besides the regular

custodial tasks, know-how in carpentry, electricity, and plumbing,
and various other odd jobs must be possessed by the individual.
Through the interviewing process the character and attitude
of the applicant are determined.

Questions are asked to determine

attitudes toward children and outlooks concerning property value.
The interviewer's personal judgement is also a factor.

Since he has

been in the position for ten or more years, his opinion of the
interviewee is highly regarded by the Superintendent and the Board
of Education.
References rank second in importance toward the individual
being hired.

All references are personnally contacted to aid in

determining the character of the applicant.

Past employers are

questioned as to the reaction the employee showed towards criticism
and suggestions.

Getting along with other employees ranked as a

prime question to all past employers.

Also, other people in the

community are questioned about the applicant.

This is done mainly

to supplement the infonnation received by the past employer on the
attitudes and character of the individual.
Health is the third factor considered.

Those individuals

showing high absenteeism or being accident prone are less likely to
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be hired.

All custodial workers in Unit

40 are covered by workmens•

compensation and the premium is paid by the Unit.

If an individual

is accident prone or constantly in poor health, the premium paid by
the Unit will go up.
Organizational affiliations were considered a minor factor
in the selection process.

This information is used to further help

in determining the individual's character and how he gets along with
other people.

Membership in an organization, although a minor point,

is definitely an advantage to the applicant.
If an individual passes the above three hurdles satisfac•
torily, he is then recommended to the Superintendent.

The Super-

intendent in tum, with the comments of the Business Administrator,
brings the prospective employee's application before the Board of
Education. With the information gathered on the application blank,
the interview, and the past experience, references, and health of
the individual and personal comments of both the Business Administrator
and the Superintendent, the Board of Education makes the final
decision on whether or not the applicant is hired.
In addition to the individuals hired by the Board of Education,
the State Department sends individuals who are on state aid to the
Business Administrator of Unit

40.

The Business Administrator has no

choice in whom he will give jobs to because Effingham High School is
a state-supported institution.

Most of these individuals are unem-

ployed because they lack skills in other employable fields.

The

A. D. C. workers, as they are called, can be rejected by the Business
Administrator only if they have committed a felony or their language
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around the students is unsatisfactory.

All payments to these

workers are made by the State Department and are not supplemented
by funds from Unit

40.

The Business Administrator attempts to develop among all the
custodial workers the attitude that they are a very i.11tegral part•
in the total education program.

He believes the only area of the

school program that really shows is the work and effort of the
custodial workers.

Influences of the teachers upon the students

are mostly intangible and will not be noticed until some future time.
Teachers are more mobile than the custodial employee and may not
have as lasting an impression upon students, parents, and the
community as the custodial worker.
always in the public eye.

Custodial work and effort is

Students, teachers, and clerical personnel

of the school form unconscious impressions of the school environment;
such as,

11y classroom looks good today,tt or "Look at the shine on

11

that floor.tt

Parents who visit the school or passers-by develop

opinions, both conscious and unconscious, about the cleanliness of
the school grounds.

Many times these attitudes are expressed to

other people in the community, and favorable attitudes among the
community members towards the school do aid the school system in
putting across the educational programs.

VI.

TRAINING - EFFINGHAM

A custodial worker who is going to retire or quit is m1der
a one-year contract by the school system.

He cannot be relieved

of his responsibilities under the contract unless by mutual consent
of the Board of Education and himself.

Because of the contract, a

new staff member usually begins his training during the summer
months.

Only unusual circumstances warrant a new employee be hired

during the school year.
During the summer months the custodial. staff is broken down
into three-man crews; each crew has a foreman.

Usually the most

experienced and proficient employee is appointed foreman.

The new

employees receive the bulk of their training during these summer
months.

Each new employee is given a thirty-day intern period,

whereby it is determined whether or not he will be an asset to the
total educational. program.

This in-service training is aimed to

give the employee the necessary skills required for his future
custodial tasks and acquaint him with the layout and procedures of
the school.

In general, this in-service training attempts to fill

the gap between the ability the worker can supply and the ability
the job requires.
All employees, both new and experienced, are requested to
acquaint themselves with new practices and equipment in their field.
New tips that could possibly be used are brought to the Business
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Administrator's attention.

If it is deemed beneficial, after a

conference with the Business Administrator, the request is put
before the Board of Education for its final approval.

The Grape-

vine, which is the Effingham High School paper, carries custodial
tips frequently in its weekly publication.

In addition, magazine

articles are .oosted on bulletL, boards carrying custodial tips to
aid the employees.

Every employee is obliged to attend a workshop

on custodial and maintenance practices once a year.

If the custodial

personnel used the information to its best advantage, it would
definitely benefit the staff and the school program.
A follow-up study is made on all new employees and checks
are continuously made on the seasoned employees.
school in Unit

40,

At a particular

the building principal makes the follow-up.

During the school year the Business Administrator makes a tour of
all schools in the Unit about twice a month.

The purpose of these

visits is to inspect for himself how all the custodial workers are
handling their duties and to listen to any complaints the principal
or custodial workers might have.

During the summer months all

follow-up practices are performed by the Business Administrator only.
The type of training the Business Administrator pref ere,
was in-service training.

He states that the employee willbe in a

particular setting for twelve months of the year and the more
information the custodial employee can gather and acquaint himself
with about his particular school, the better he will be able to do
his job and adapt to unusual circumstances that may arise.
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A point stressed by the Business Administrator was the
psychological malce-up of all the custodial workers, including the
workers sent by the Workmen's Compensation Board to work in the school
system.

According to hi.~, recognition and utilization of the

employee's desires, attitudes, interests, and motives are as important
as attention to his physical efforts.

Some of the psychological and

social wants of any employee are job security, opportunity for
expression, chance to develop and grow, information about changes that
will affect him, equitable pay, personal help when requested, recognition for accomplishments, treatment as a human being, and effective
supervision.
Most people want to do their share.

It is the task of the

manager to provide a working climate in which this basic desire of
an employee is fulfilled.

To meet this need of motivation, the

Business Administrator at Effingham plans to revise the present
custodial handbook now in use.
His tentative plan is to have the employees discuss the old
handbook in meetings with him.

The objectives of his approach are:

first, to familiarize the employees with the old policies in the
handbook; secondly, to serve as a form of training for the employees,
and help the custodians review and refresh their memories with onthe-job duties and responsibilities; thirdly, to determine the best
way to perform a certain task, which can be used as a standard for
all future employees, and a method for repeat performance of that
particular job; finally, and probably more important than the
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preceeding objectives, is to have the custodial staff be involved
in the making of policy decisions that will affect them.

He believes

that if the workers participate in the formulation of the procedures
they will be using, their attitude, interest, motivation, and
physical effort will be greatly improved.

This feeling of belonging

is really needed by most of these workers because their backgrounds
as productive members of society have been very shaky, and they are
looking for something with which to identify.

VII.

SCHEDULING - EFFINGHAM

When Effingham High School constructed a new addition to
their present plant facilities, rescheduling of custodial work
duties presented a problem.

A girls' gyrn, a classroom for agri-

cultural studies, a bus garage, Unit

40 1 s offices for clerical

personnel, Superintendent and Business Hanager, and two rest rooms
were all on the first floor.

The second floor included a band room,

a girls' locker room, and a staircase from the first to the second
floor.

Another point for re-evaluation of the custodian's duties

was the declining concern for the outside appearance of the school.
Continuous and repetitious excuses were given to the Business
Manager, such as,
thing else."

nr

don't have time," or "I got tied up with some-

Also, the Business Manager believes there should be a

continuous evaluation of the custodial program because of the amoWlt
of money invested in the school plant and the aid its condition can
give in creating a learning environment.
At Effingham High School there are six custodial workers and
several welfare workers.

The full time custodial workers are divided

into three crews of two.

On the first shift from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.

there is one janitor and one matron.

The second shift from 3 p.m.

to 11 p.m. consists of two janitors.

They are assigned to all

activities that take place at the high school plus assigned cleaning
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On the third shift from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. are also two

duties.
janitors.

Their time is uninterrupted time.

By uninterrupted time

it is meant that they are not responsible for any preparation or
cleaning-up after school activities.

The bulk of the sweeping at

the school is accomplished on the third shift.

Another benefit

derived from the third shift is that their presence on the premises
makes burglaries more difficult.

In addition, during the winter they

are an important part in preparing the school sidewalks and driveways
for use after a heavy snow during the night.
The present custodial schedule in use at Effinghai~ High
School was prepared by the Business Manager with the aid of his
custodial staff.

His first step in setting up the schedule was to

break the school plant down into workable areas.

By a workable area

is meant a section of the school the employee would handle in one
cleaning operation.

An example of this wo\lld be the sweeping of the

gymnasium floor, stage and locker rooms adjacent to the gymnasiu.m.
His standard in setting up the schedule is a twenty minute time
period for each unit.

A unit is considered the time period to clean

an average classroom, approximately 800 sq. ft.

Each workable area

was then evaluated and the number of units in each area determined.
Factors that were considered in each workable area were the type of
furniture in the classrooms, the approximate square footage of the
area, equipment in the classroom areas, and stairs and corridors
in each area.

With the judgement of the Business Manager, based on

his observations and the opinions of the custodial employee, each
room in the school was given a certain number of units in which the
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duties could be completed.

Also included in the work schedule of

each employee are a certain amount of units for miscellaneous repairs,
motor oiling, and washing mops.

The amount of these added units is

determined by the circumstances of the workable area.
How often should a specific area be cleaned?

In general, the

weather conditions and the type of area will determine how often it
should be cleaned.

By type of area is meant whether the area to be

serviced is a classroom, office, corridor, entrance way, or staircase.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions are based on pertinent reference
materials, personal interview with Mr. Brad Arney, Business Administrator at Effingham High School, and the personal experience of the
writer while student teaching at Effingham High School.

These

conclusions may aid the business manager at Effingham High School
and others interested in the assignment of custodial personnel.
The Ad.ministration of the Building.

1.

The student teaching

experience gave this writer a general opinion of the student body and
teachers at Effingham High School.

On the whole the students are

well disciplined and have proper guidance.

In any school there will

be a minority of undesirables, but these students are not out of
control.

Therefore, as far as this factor is concerned, the custo-

dians do not have duties out of the ordinary and their work load
should not be overly burdensome on this account.
2.

Size of Building.

the high school.
rest rooms.

There are approximately

65 rooms in

This includes classrooms, both gymnasiums, and

The larger the school the larger the custodial staff

will have to be.

J.

Age and State of Repairs o.f Building.

School is approximately

Effingham High

50 years old. This factor, excluding the

new section constructed, could add to the custodial work load.

In

the opinion of the writer, the building is in good shape and in no
urgent need of major repairs.
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4.
area.

Location of Building.

The school is in a residential

Although across the road there is a farm, that area is not

arid or sandy.

With this in mind the task of the custodian would

not be increased.

If the high school were located in an industrial

area, arid or sandy area, or in a rural area, the work load would
probably be increased.

5.

Climatic Conditions.

Any school located in a section

of the country where weather changes are predictable and follows the
pattern of the four seasons does lead to extra duties.
this would be:

Examples of

(a.) Fall - use of heat, especially if coal is

burned; (b.) Winter - use of heat and the ever-present plague of
snow; (c.) Spring - rain which produces mud, which is inevitably
tracked in by everyone; (d.) Summer - although the school is not
used by the whole student body during this season, it does give
the custodians and administration a chance to catch up with major
and minor repairs and prepare for the coming school year.

6. Type of Building Structure. Effingham High School is
constructed of brick and does protect the inside of the school from
the elements very well.

The construction of the building would not

lead to extra custodial duties.

7. Kind of School. Whether the school is an elementary- or
high school does make a difference in the custodial work load.
Students in an elementary school will produce more maintenance
problems than students in a high school.
the individuals greater maturity.

This is due primarily to
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8.

Social Background of Pupils.

At least half the students

are from the outlying farm area and the others are from the city of
Effingham.

This is a difficult point but the conclusion is based on

the amount of cooperation received from the students.
may be better than a school in a larger city.

The cooperation

This is due primarily

to the closer personal contact between students and faculty because
of geographic proximity.

9. Enrollment. There are approximately 1600 students enrolled
at Effingham High School.

Common sense brings the conc1usion that the

more students, the more use the school facilities will receive.
fore, the larger the work load and custodial staff will be.

There-

Also,

there are several night classes conducted during the school year.
This would lead to extra duties on the part of the custodian.
10.

Type of Rooms.

Effingham has a wide and varied curricu-

lum; therefore, the facilities are varied.

There are classrooms for

English and history, two classrooms for Home Economics and Wood Shop,
etc.

On this point, the work load will be increased as compared to

a school which has just standard classrooms.
11.

Amount and Kind of Floor Area.

at Effingham High School is tiled.

All of the floor space

This will lessen the work load

as far as s..reeping and waxing is concerned.

It is easier to sweep

and wax a tiled floor than it is to clean a wooden floor.
At Effingham there is approximately 100,000 square feet of
floor space.
cases.

This includes all rooms as well as hallways and stair-

This will warrant considerable time and effort to maintain.
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Area, Size, and Location of Windows.

There are con-

siderable window areas at Effingham High School.

Therefore, con-

12.

siderable time and effort will be needed to keep these areas properly
maintained.
13.

Area, Kind, and Utilization of Blackboards.

Since there

are blackboards in every classroom that must be cleaned every day,
extra time will be required to keep them clean and presentable.
Slate blackboards are more easily maintained than other types.
Effingham High School does have slate blackboards.
Although the utilization of the blackboard varies from room to
room, the blackboards are still cleaned every day more or less out of
habit.

This particular factor is of minor importance because the

blackboard should be cleaned daily no matter what the amount of use.

14.

Type and Arrangement of Desks and Other Furniture.

of the school desks at Effingham High School are movable.
lead to extra work for the custodian.

Most

This may

If the desks are left in a

disorganized fashion, the custodian must move the desks to sweep,
then rearrange them in an orderly fashion.

Teacher supervision in

this area could reduce the custodian's time, especially when you
consider sweeping approximately 55 classrooms daily.

15.

Size of Site, Playground Covering, and Gardening.

is no playground at Effingham High School.

There

Most of the students

spend their time during the lunch hour in the recreation room.
On the point of gardening, there is only one custodian responsible for mowing grass.

Other gardening duties are accomplished

by the welfare workers assigned to the high school.

There is grass
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extending to the street surrounding three sides of the school.
Proper care of the area would take considerable time to be done adequately.

The football field is cared for entirely by the welfare

workers.
16.

Area and Placement of Sidewalks.

The high school is

located on 9.9 acres of land which is completely surrounded on its
perimeter by sidewalk area.

There is also a driveway which cuts

through and extends the length of the high school.

In addition

there is a driveway at the main entrance of the school.

Since

these are all natural routes to the school and are continuously
used, they must be properly cared for.

This area will necessitate

extra time and effort to keep in a presentable condition.

17. Type and Condition of Heating Equipment. A steam heating
plant is used at Effingham High School.

New equipment to the present

heating facilities was recently installed.

With this new addition

the heating equipment will probably require less time for the regular
custodian to service.

This should leave the custodian more time for

other duties, although minor tasks, such as oiling and sweeping, will
undoubtedly be performed by the present custodial staff.

18.

Type and Condition of Ventilating Equipment.

High School is ventilated by opening and closing windows.

Effingham
This

procedure requires no time on the part of the custodian.
19.

Amount and Installation of Plumbing.

There are no major

problems with the plumbing facilities at Effingham High School.

Minor

tasks would be handled by present custodial staff, but major tasks
would be contracted out.

A.'lY mishaps in this area are rarely caught
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beforehand and it would be difficult to say how it would affect the
custodial work load.

The plun1bing problem would not affect the

custodian to any marked degree.
20.

Presence, Type, and Condition of Service Systems.

A

building equipped with a.~ ash hoist, coal conveyance, stokers,
chutes, service elevators, and the lik:e will require less man-power
in properly caring for it and reduce work loads.

Effingham High

School has a service elevator that goes from the basement to the
first floor.

This will reduce the time and effort of the custodians,

as far as manual duties are concerned.

21.

Janitor's Shop and Storerooms.

Properly equipped and

located shops and storerooms will add efficiency to the custodial
service.

Effingham High School meets these requirements and this

factor should not hinder the custodian in the performance of his
duties.

22.

Cleaning Equipment.

There is not enough that can be said

about having the proper equipment in performing work duties.

The

present equipment of E:ffingham High School is capable of handling any
task the custodians are required to do.

The school budget is a pri~e

factor in this area.
From the above conclusions there are nine factors that would
warrant extra ti.rne and effort and twelve which may or may not extend
custodial duties.

Factors No. 2,

5, 9, 10, 11, 13,

and 14 do affect

the inside of the building and would probably increase the custodial
work load.

These points include sweeping, cleaning windows, number of

students, and amount of use building facilities will receive.
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EffL-righam High School is not over-staffed nor under-staffed.
There seems to be a lack of efficiency among the custodial employees.
This could be caused by the qualified selection procedure that must
be followed, or the poor attitude of the employees, or the fact that
custodians are performing too many extra duties, such as running
errands for teachers instead of performing their assigned duties.
As far as the selection procedure is concerned this can only
be changed with the passage of time.

Since there is not a wide

selection of applicants, the Business Manager is lindted in selecting
the best prospective employee.

'vilhen the position of custodian is

upgraded salary-wise, individuals of greater potential will be
available.
Changing the attitude of the employee could be the crux of
the matter.

If the employee feels secure and wanted in his position,

he will assume responsibility beyond the scope of his assigned duties.
The sLU11r:ier training program to be held for the custodial staff could
do much to enhance efficiency and a change in attitudes.

Continuous meetings, once a week, if possible, as a follow-up
to the SQmmer workshop is recommended.

These meetings would give the

indi·vidual an opportunity to express his problems and suggest improvements that could be accomplished.

With a friendly relationship between

manager and employee many hurdles can be overcome.
Custodians running errands for teachers could cut deeply into
the time needed to accomplish assigned duties.

To overcome this

problem the principal should make it known to the faculty that they
are to handle their classroom duties and leave the custodian to his work.
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In cases of necessity or unusual circumstances, the custodian
should be permitted to aid the teacher.

This assistance should not

become a habit because each is hired for a specific purpose.
Variance in the practices with regard to selection, training,
and scheduling of custodial workers for school plant can affect the
type of educational program which it is possible to carry on in a
particular school system.

Reference has been made in this paper to

the large body of research materials and authoritative writings in
this field.

Specific information has been presented with regard to

the situation at Effingham High School, Effingham, Illinois, in the
selection, training, and assignment of custodial staff.
Many of the principles as stated by authorities and reported
in this paper are not limited to certain school districts but have
universal application to all school plants and all school districts.
This paper has made specific application of these universal principles to the situation at Effingham High School with the hope of
giving assistance to the Business ¥ianager of that school system in
carrying out scheduling and supervision of the custodial activity.

APPENDIX
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QUESTIONNAIRE
A.

Selection at Effingham High School, Effingham, Illinois.
1.

What is the selection process?

2.

Who does the interviewing? Why?

3.

Do you use any type of job specifications in your interview
or process in selecting employees?

4.

Are there any forms of intelligence tests or special tests
given to prospective employees? Trade tests? Manual dexterity
tests?

5.

Who has the final authority in the selection, Superintendent,
Board of Education, or Business Manager?

6.

Is there a follow-up on new employees?

7. How are the A. D. c. workers selected for work?
8.

Do the employees feel they are deriving a benefit, whether
tangible or intangible, from world.ng for the school system?

9.

Is previous experience an important factor in hiring?

10.
B.

What high school curriculum do you look for in a prospective
employee?

Training of Custodial Help at Effingham High School.
1.

Is there a custodial training program?

2.

Are the employees requested to stay up in their fields?

3.

Do you believe a training program would be beneficial to the

custodial workers and to the school system?

4.

What type of training would you recommend for custodial
employees, and why?
a.

Industrial art courses?

b.

In-service training?

c.

Workshops?
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c.

Scheduling of Custodial Help at Effingham High School.
1.

How many custodial employees are there at Effingham High School?

2.

How many hours per day does each employee work?

3. What made you aware of custodial problems at Effingham?

4.

How was the area determined for which each employee is responsible?

5.

How much do you believe one employee should be able to handle?

6.

Do you think the present work schedule is adequate or inadequate

for your staff?

7. Are there job descriptions of all the duties that must be
performed?
8.

How do you determine how often a specific area should be
cleaned? Stairs, corridors, cafeteria, outside areas,
classrooms?

9. Arc the A. D.

c.

workers designated just certain types of tasks?

10.

What effect does the lay-out of the school have on scheduling
custodial duties?

ll.

Are work schedules assigned on personnel qualifications or
are they just assigned from higher up?

12.

Do employees work on holidays or Saturdays?

13.

How long before and after the school year begins and ends do
the custodial staff stay on the job?
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APPLICATION FOR POSITION
EFFINGHAM C0!1MUNITY UNIT # 40
EFFINGHAM, ILLINOIS
.Application for:

1.

Bus Driver

2.

Janitor

J.

Cook

-----------------AGE---PHONE-----ADDRF.SS
---------------------CITY-----NAllE

la.

Please give past experience that will help qualify you for this

--------------------------

position

lb.

List any previous experience with machinery (kind) and Maintenance

---------------------------

work

2.

List three references:

A.
B.

C.

3.

___________________ ________
_________________;;,_.....;;;.~----------Address

..;;;;;...;;..;;.;;._

Address
Address

Condition of health the last two years:

--------------------

4. Any defects in sight?
--------Hearing
5. Are you married?--------Number of Children-----6.

To what extent do you use alcholic beverages?

7.

Organizations to which you belong..._______________

8.

Name of last employer

----------

-----------Address-------

9. When could you begin work? __________________
12/63 -

BE -

13
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10.

Are you willing to abide by the rules and regulations as set by

the State of Illinois and our local School Board concerning
your position?

---------------------------------

11.

Would you be willing to work after hours?

12.

Are you willing to hold a position from 11:00 P. H. to 7:00 A. H.

13.

Name of the bank you are doing business with

14.

Name of automobile insurance company with whom your car is
insured:

----------

--------------------------

Company

-------------------

Agent 1 s Name and Address

COMMENTS

&

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
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PRESENT CUSTODIAL SCHEDULE
EFFINGHAM COMMUNITY UNIT# 40
EFFINGHAM, ILLINOIS
Agenda
Proposed Schedule for Custodial Service for Effingham High School
upon completion of the NEW ADDITION:

Virgil Plummer

Lawrence Smith

Hours: J:00 P. M. - 12:00 Midnight
One hour dinner

Hours: 3:00 P. M. - 12:00
One hour dinner

105

205

113

207

115

213

ll4

215

112

Library - 2

llO

Science - 2

100

Labs - 5

Home Ee. - 3

New Art - 2

Care of Maint.

&

Equip. - 1

Locld..ng Doors

-2

l

Stairways - 2

Hallway -

½

Offices - 2

Care of ?faint.

Comm. Room - 1-½

Wastebaskets - 1

Present Art Room - 1

Hise. Repairs - 1

Misc. Repairs
Wastebaskets -

½

Health - 1

Motor I-faint. - 2

&

Equip. - 1
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Lois Jackson

Bill Buchholz
Hours:

11:00 P.H. to 7:00 A. M.

Hours: 7:00 A. M. to 3:30 P. M.
Half hour lunch

D. O.

Lang. class -

Unit Offices - 2

2

Neet

Lounge - l½

Styer

Girls' P. E. - 1

Edwards

Restrooms -

5

Burtschi

Hallways -

2½

Strobel

Entrances - 1

Band Area - 2

Cafeteria

Lang. Lab - l½

Sidewalks - 1.

Comm.ercA Stairways -

5

&

Kitchen -

4

Door Windows - 1

2 -

Repairs - 1

l½

Equip. Maint. - 1

Trash - l

Paper - 1 - l½

Washing Mops - 1

Ag. Class - 1
Hallways - 2

Jim Gillespie

Jim Gillespie (cont.)

All dressing rooms - 1 -

Studytoriu.m -

4

½

Sidewalks -

2

Mow grass, outside - 6

All Shops - l

Equip. Maint. - l

:Nech. Drawing

Misc. Ilepair - 1

Shop Classroom
Hallway
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Hours:

7:00 A. M. to 3:30 P.
Half Hour lunch

Rec. - 1 - ~
Gym - 1
Stages - 1
Coaches' Offices Bleachers - 1
Restrooms - S
Hallways 2 - 1J
Entrances - 1
Lockers - 1
Receiving Mdse. - 1
Repairs - 1
Trash - 1

l½

rr.
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